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EDITORIAL
Lifestyle – for our children
Under these different mobilities have our students had
to face great host families in which both adults and children
have shown their commitment to the project. We have met
with hospitality and a positive attitude to meet through our
differences. Our students have been assigned to each
mobility ask questions of their hosts. Often, these meetings
led us to step forward, where language differences has
helped us to find different ways to communicate with each
other. When students return from these different eventful
journeys, they tell vividly about his or her experience for their
classmates. The more mobilities are more interesting it gets
these meetings, in which students talk about receiving hosts,
the taste of food, the environment in which they had staying
in and the moments when they got to hang out with their new
friends. During these conversations occur while the lively
discussions where kids compare each other’s experiences.
We usually stay up with the thought: what is it that has been
most special, something you will carry with you in the future.
There are many after thoughts and reflections that come
up. These reflections are captured by an article writing something that is done by all the students who participated
in a given Mobility - in English.
Some of these articles reveals us on bulletin boards
to spread our experiences and the experiences of other
students at our school.
In December, we will receive you, representatives from
7 countries. Students waiting and thinking - our theme is the
lifestyle. This theme is grateful - it helps children gain insight
into each other’s daily lives, but also the question of how
other children in the various European countries looks at a
meaningful life. As a condiment on the topic, our children
will also ask each other the question, “what is important
right for you, and how you look at the future.” By enriched
by each other’s outlook on life and the future, re-equipped
the children with tools for a better understanding of their
environment.
Children are our future - a better understanding of each
other’s views contribute to greater tolerance
and understanding of a common future.
Levente Pap
Swedish Coordinator

DENMARK news
Dear all!
“To travel is to live” was said by one of Denmark’s best known writers, HC Andersen, sometime in
the mid- 1800s.
I do not think it has changed a lot, concerning the possible experiences are, but with ultra short
transport time, pleasant comfort, exciting activities and language skills, I think we have come very far.
I can only speak from the two great “Mobilities” I have been privileged to be a part of. This is about
Portugal with the stunning capital city, Lisbon, and Latvia partly with beautiful Riga and the glorious
village Dagda.
I think, south or east is not essential for the hot, amazing and rewarding community that occurs
between students and teachers crisscross borders and age
despite of occasionally appearing language difficulties. No,
not at all, it creates smiles, anticipation, curiosity and warm
friendships that for many of us will last for many years to
come. In any case the togetherness abroad is just a
wonderful experience of a lifetime, that will never disappear,
because the meetings are so intense and heartbreaking.
In Lisbon, we went in partners’ famous footsteps. All
delegations told with passion about their country, about
what they were proud of, and what they had left their marks
of, not only in the EU, but also in the globalized world. It
was magnificant to stand at the monument to all seafarers,
who had defied the fear of the new and embarked on the
conquest of the sea route to anywhere, to enrich their
country with new impressions and experiences. I think
many of us thought we: Here stops the EU, the big world is
ahead somewhere.
In Dagda, we presented our national dishes and tasted
the EU, and what an explosion for all taste buds, there was
both the strong, the sweet and so something you just have
to take the run-up to taste, because it was unknown.
Riga was a major historical experience for us, who
are connected by the Baltic Sea, mind and thoughts
automatically turned towards both the Viking and the
Hanseatic time. At the border with Belarus, we were
some there, who thought: Here stops the EU, but for the
host country it was the beginning of the EU and a very
special community.
Anyhow, this cooperation is an indescribable gift to
all partners, young and old, we are experiencing, we feel that we share and we are expanding our
understanding of the overall theme: To Connect Through Our Differences.
On behalf of all participants from Denmark
Many greetings
Anne -Mette Væring
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ESCOLA SECUNDARIA DE CAMARATE CONNECTS TO THE DIFFERENCES!
It was a great experience to have foreigner students in our school. We had the chance
to exchange our cultures, traditions, knowledge, and sharing experiences.
It’s fabulous to see some of our students who don’t speak English very well or aren’t
so interested in learning the language, trying themselves hard to communicate with our
foreigner guests, and discovering the motivation for it! This way we can say that “Theoretically, there is no difference between theory and practice. But in the end, practice is what
matters”, and this is why motivational Projects like Comenius one, are very helpful and
constructive for students!
Our partners didn’t have an impact just on our school’s students, but also on host
families! I found some people who had never had English classes in their lives, talking with
our guests.
I hope that our partners who visited Portugal, could have enjoyed our
hospitality and learned about our culture & lifestyle.
Also hope to see you again here to visit better this wonderful country.
Ram Krishan Pawar
PORTUGAL

MOBILITY TO PORTUGAL
In the beginning of June 2013 I visited Portugal by the Comenius Project.
It gave us the opportunity to gain the experience of not only how the languages
are taught in the Portuguese schools but to feel their culture and nature. We
met different people and got to know their emotions and share the passion
of what we are all very passionate about - teaching English as a foreign
language. Wonderful and really full of wonders Lisbon touches me. It’s a city
full of spectacular and unknown places. I discovered the Palace of Pena.

TRAVELLING TO PORTUGAL
This five-day-trip through the Comenius project belongs to my most beautiful memories.
I have never took part in a student exchange program so I was very excited about this trip. We departed very early so we arrived in the morning at
Lisboa Airport decorated with palm trees. I spent the morning with my teachers
- Ibolya and Erika. After a wonderful walk in Lisboa, my host family came and
took me to their home. The family was very kind and helpful, they showed me
many beautiful places
during the afternoons
and evenings to make
this stay memorable.
They took me once to
the seaside of the Pacific Ocean. The shore
with its evening lights,
street musicians and
looking around tourists amazed me very

It is a UNESCO World Heritage Site/ since 1995 / and one of the seven
wonders of Portugal. In the 19th century King Ferdinand transformed it from
monastery into a summer residence for the Royal family. The palace features
everything that a fairytale castle needs. The Park of Pena surrounds the
Palace. Exotic trees and native species, ponds, fountains, statues, lovely
walks, and that were only just the beginning. Our colleagues and partners were
very friendly and they made every effort to make our stay most comfortable
and enjoyable.
What I like the most in that project is the chance to make a friendship for
life, and that’s true not only for the partners, but the children as well. Especially
for the children, because they lived a new life,very different and full of loads of
new interesting things while living among the native families.
I enjoyed Portugal and I want to thank partners for their hospitality and
friendship. I felt like I’m at home. Thank you for this experience, Portugal will
stay in my heart forever.
Sonia Kostadinova, Bulgaria

much.
We saw many interesting and beautiful places and took part in different
programs like treasure hunting in the castle of St Jorge, where we made groups
and answered questions about the castle. We visited the Belem tower, Sintra
and we participated in the year-end party in the school.
The most memorable thing among the sights and programs was that I could
get in touch with new friends, local and foreign people as well. We had many
programs in the school
so I could meet with
the students every day.
Everybody was friendly
and curious, we loved
each other very much
and I was looking forward to meet them the
next morning again.
It was difficult in
the beginning to understand each other but we used to it and after a few days it was ordinary to use
English instead of Hungarian.
There were very memorable five days and I hope to meet the hosts again
and make another beautiful walk in Lisboa.

Connect Through Our Differences
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PORTUGAL - THE LAND OF FATIMA, FADO AND FOOTBALL
According Comenius project framework there was great opportunity to visit Portugal on 2nd-8th June, 2013. Our collaboration partner-school is Lisbon, a
capital of Portugal. This city is located on a bank of the river Teza surrounded by seven hills. Lisbon has got fabulous geographical position among Europe, Africa
and America. Its popularity grows up rapidly because of marvelous climate, original architecture, locality near the Atlantic Ocean.
People associate Portugal with letter F: Fatima, Fado and Football. In Lisbon bar we have listened to fado. The meaning of the words has got his root from
Latin “fate”. This music combines sense of sadness and joy of expected meeting. Pain that sounds in the song goes from nation and discovers people’s fortune.
Portuguese always have been sailors therefore they are acquainted with leaving-taking and meeting feelings.
Thankful the God given chance we were happy to be in Fatima, place where thousands pilgrims meet in order to entreat benediction themselves, their relatives
and their country.
According to Comenius project there were met students and teachers from Portugal, Denmark, Austria, Sweden, Poland, Bulgaria, Hungary and Latvia. The
common theme of the project is “To connect through our differences”.

The School, where we stayed for a time, is different in a way that there are learning 35% of students from Angola, Pakistan, Mozambique, and South Africa.
This situation is historical, because these countries had been Portuguese colonies in the past. In fact it explains why so many people to choose Portugal as a living country. A big rate of immigrants effects on appearing problems which influence on the learning process, behavior and students’ living conditions. Despite all
problems students are sociable, sympathetic and joyful. Like in many other European countries, school territory in Portugal is locked; you cannot leave it without
permission. Despite this rule, students accept it as a standard.
Participating in school year final event we saw their amusing funny dances in Portuguese national sense, listened to sonorous songs and theatre performance
about school life and expected summer. There we got ideas for school leaving party in our school for next school year. Next meeting of Comenius project collaboration partners-schools take part in September in Dagda Secondary School. The school staff will wait guests, multicultural children, who despite their diverse
lifestyle and appearance are only children.
Team of Latvian teachers (Marija, Zinaida, Vija)

Connect Through Our Differences
Portugal
The destination was Lisbon, Portugal and this was my experience of the
southwestern European country.
My hosting family was extremely welcoming and opened up their home for
me, a complete stranger.
According to southern European mentality, they will bend over backwards
to make you feel at home. Even if in some cases they don’t have incredible
amounts of things, you as a guest will never lack anything.
The Portuguese define their country with three F’s, football, Fatima and
fado. Football is a big part of the Portuguese culture, it’s the most popular sport
in Portugal. There are a lot of big football players there, for example Christian
Ronaldo.
Fatima is a religious village, the legend says that three young shepherds
saw our Lady of Fatima in 1917, our Lady of Fatima is a title which they gave
to Virgin Mary. Today pilgrims travel to Fatima on the 13th of May, the day she
was seen. It’s an old Portuguese tradition.
Fado is typical Portuguese music, it’s mostly sad songs that tell tormenting
stories. Fado is a big part of their folklore and it means faith in Portuguese.
Portugal is a multicultural country. They had lots of colonies in Africa and
South America, which equals many different nationalities nowadays. There is
an interesting mix of people which gives Portugal its special flare.
The day after we arrived, we went to their school. I actually had some
prejudices about the school, I thought that their way of educating students
would be a bit old school, with possibly a blackboard and a chalk. This was

not true, the relationship between teachers and students was very open and
everything could be discussed, so if you wanted to affect the teaching you
could, if you were ready to make an effort.
Their school was similar to ours, but I think our ways of thinking separates
us. We put more weight on getting to the answer, the thinking process behind
while the Portuguese are more focused on the answers, and that’s not
necessarily a bad thing.
Although Portugal has modern schools I think that thoughts about
traditional teaching are still there., It’s very hard to change habits and try out
new ways of approaching students, but step by step things are changing.
Some believe it’s for the better and others don’t, we’ll just have to see for
ourselves.
A difference between us is that they pay for their school lunches. Well we
do as well but indirectly through taxes but at this school every lunch cost 2
Euros.
One thing that I noticed was that everybody wanted to be seen and heard.
And a lot of kids liked to express themselves through dancing and music. It did
not to see a shy and introverted person.
Portugeuse often take more intiative to be noticed while northern
Europeans are usually more silent. This was a very interesting thing to see, as
well as how I myself react to new and foreign situations.
The difference that I believe is the most fascinating is the beauty ideal.
In Sweden I think that we’re obsessed with our appearence. And even if we
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don’t want to admit it, I believe that we sometimes actually
do judge a person by their apperance. In Portugal the
personality is the most important thing, you don’t need to
have the latest fashion or have your hair a certain way..If
you are nice to me I’ll be nice to you` is the way of looking
at it.
I think that we are obsessed of reaching the idea of
perfect personality, looks and brains. We want to be the
person in those pictures in that magazine, something that
can’t be reached, because it’s not a reality. This unhealthy
obsession with being perfect puts tons of pressure,
especially on young teenage girls.
This experience is something that will always stay
with me. Getting out of uncomfortable situations where
you really have to speak English and trying to find a
way of communicating with people, was a great learning
experience. Seeing a new culture, meeting new people
and noticing how their daily life both is separated from our
daily life but at the same time resembles ours in many
significant ways. And to see the meaning of the place
where you were born, how it affects you and shapes you
as the person you are and the person that you’ll be, that’s
incredible.

MOBILITY TO LATVIA
I have participated in the sixth part of the mobility programme “To connect through our
differences” which took place in Dagda, Latvia.
As we were a hosting family during the programme in Bulgaria it was of utmost interest to me
to be now a guest in a foreign country. This was an opportunity to see through a different angle the
relationship between children and adults from various backgrounds, each bringing their unique culture
and traditions, as well as to observe everybody’s desire to get closer to and to acquaint themselves
with the unknown.
I was extremely
impressed by the
nature and the
cleanliness in Latvia
and
Dagda,
in
particular. Travelling
around the country
we enjoyed beautiful
woods and numerous
lakes, well-cultivated
fields and meadows
with cows humbly
grazing. The attitude
of people in Latvia
towards their land

Isabella Krvavac
Grondalsskolan 8cd
10/613

and bread is highly impressive. Dagda is a small town where tranquility
and silence rule and people are amicable and very hospitable. Despite
the placidity around the town, the high school hosting the event met us
with classrooms well-equipped with all technical facilities necessary for
contemporary education. All students take part in extracurricular activities
– singing, dancing, and arts. In this small town there is also an art school
where we were all surprised to witness children engaged in a wide range
of art techniques, implementing ideas for Natural resources recycling and
usage.

In addition, I kept a warm feeling from the concert with which the
students from Dagda welcomed all participants and I was charmed by
their enthusiasm and ardour.
It was more than a pleasure for me to take part in all activities and
events that our hosts had prepared for us. It all reminded me of my own
childhood and the trip will always be an unforgettable experience for me.
Valentina Shikova,
Bulgaria

Connect Through Our Differences
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COLD AUTUMN IN MOVEMENT
I am writing this article with gratitude as we just wrapped out Latvian
mobility. I believe it was a resounded success and was made possible for the
participants to visit Latvia.
All Latvian team are proud to support and provide all five days, building
around how we can transform our communities, schools and learning to ensure
that all young people can engage meaningfully and build a just sustainable and
democratic world. Students had to understand the taste of different countries
as any tool we use to communicate, to build confidence and hope, initiates
dialogue and debate.
Students were also participated throughout the days by engaging in
cooking workshops and informal dialogues inspired by the daily themes.
Teachers just highlighted the strategies and possibilities for creating and
making typical Latvian bread, cheese and butter. The place was important.
Andrupene Farmstead Museum, the tourist farm, was created as a model farm,
managed just as it was a century ago.
Food programme was sustainable and seasonal. The participants were
introducing to the dishes that kids from Latvia love to eat. Throughout the
menu a healthy set of items were put into to make sure the participants were
getting well balanced meals. Teachers shared their talent for connecting with
kids being involved in high-energy outdoor games. The students fed off their
energy and became naturally inspired in whatever they persued. It was not
about telling kids what to do. It was about showing them what can be done.
The mobility has ended, but in many ways, it continues. The best of the
project is not during the mobility, it is after.

into two groups of 7 children in each in order to be ready in time with two sorts
of pancakes. One group of Latvian and Bulgarian children with enthusiasm
peeled potatoes. Some of them did it like they did it all time, other did it the first
time but didn’t want to show that work they were not able to do as well as their
Latvian friends. They rubbed the potatoes through a grater in order. It seemed
they were patient and helpful to each other.
Another group of Latvian, Polish and Austrian children made pastry for thin
pancakes. Latvian children asked and demonstrated how to put in a little milk,
how to weigh flour, how to add eggs and sugar into a bowl. We could say that
this process was not familiar for our foreign guests. However, most of them
saw it the first time, Polish children, especially one Polish boy, tried to repeat
the procedure in order to learn cooking pancakes. Austrian children were a
little bit afraid of doing pastry but they observe the process with curiosity.
The process of frying pancakes was difficult for both groups. The bravest
students from Latvia did it with responsibility and patience. Of course, all
cooking procedure was controlled by experienced chief of school canteen.
Although making pastry for thin pancakes was more interesting that frying,
all children at least once tried to fry pancakes on a frying pan and to fill a thin
pancake with sweet curds. Anyway, children were surprised by using different
cooking things and the biggest frying pans in the canteen.
After that, when pancakes were ready, children together with teachers laid
the table. The other group of children that made salads joined to us. All project
participants tasted the meal they had cooked. It seemed all participants were
satisfied with meal they did. Smiles and good words were shared by students
and teachers at the table. Latvian meal was accepted and tasted. Friendship
and cooperative work help all of them to prepare meal in time and made it
delicious.

Larisa Mačukāne
A teacher of English
LATVIA

WORKSHOPS OF COOKING
Taking part in activities, which were planned according with other events of
the project Comenius in Latvia, was full of curiosity, cognition and collaboration.
It is interesting to share our observation about workshops organized by Latvians
during the mobility in Dagda. One of them was cooking Latvian meals.
After watching presentations, which were prepared by each partner
-country, students had chance to take part in cooking modern national meal.
One of two groups prepared pancakes. There were potatoes pancakes and
thin pancakes stuffed with sweet cottage cheese. We had to divide participants
Games were always interesting
activities for children. The easiest
game is the most interesting it is
for children. Moving games were
the most popular during the mobility
in Latvia. The weather was cold,
so games where students got
possibility to move were the most
required. Children of different age
from 12 years old till 17 years old
with pleasure played together with
Latvian teacher Marija Micķeviča
Latvian games such as “The third is
odd”, “Calimbamba” and others.
I hope that games Latvian
children shared with their foreign
friends become so popular or at
least get known in other European
countries as they are known in Latvia.
English teacher
Snezhana Smirnova, Latvia
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LIFESTYLE
Lifestyle of pupils in France
In France, school timetables are a central issue and the
source of endless debates. Many reforms in the primary school
system aimed at reducing the 4 and a half days a week to 4 days
before being cancelled and going back to 4.5 days, depending
on the government in place! Discussions are currently
underway to try to stick better to the physiological needs of
children while taking into account economic considerations
(cost of parental care, extracurricular activities ...), societal
(divorces) and political (the municipal elections were held in
March 2014).
The courses in school are 4.5 days: Mondays, Tuesdays,
Thursdays, Fridays and Wednesday morning. In high school,
classes are held on Wednesdays and Saturday morning.
A typical day runs from 8:30 to 6 pm. Students have 4 x 55
minutes in the morning with a break of 15 minutes. After a one
hour and a half lunch break, they face another four 55 minutes
courses in the afternoon with a similar 15 minute break. The
school year lasts 10 months (from early September to late
June) and there are two weeks of vacation every 6 to 7 weeks
of classes. At the end of the year, there is a two-month summer,
in July and August (which dates back to the time when children
helped their parents for the harvesting season, when France
was still a major agricultural country). The subjects taught in
college are: French (4h) , Mathematics ( 4 hours) , English ( 3h)
, Spanish ( 3h) or German (3h) (optional) , history - geography
(4h) , the Life of Sciences and earth ( 1:30 ) , physical chemistry
( 1:30 ) , technology ( 1:30 ) , visual arts (1h) , music education
(1h ), sport (3h) , Latin optional (3h) . During the week, students
also have a 1h written exam, and 1h of religious culture in our
case, as we are a Catholic private school. Finally there is one
last hour dedicate to school life and methodology. The pupils
may also have access to inexpensive sports activity through
grants from school association hosted by sports teacher on
Wednesday afternoon. The weeks are very busy!
Enrollment in public schools are scoped, that is to say
that students are forced to attend the institution of their
neighborhood. This is not the case in the private sector, which
means that we have many students who have to travel between
40 minutes to 1 hour by bus or train to come to school and go
home. They sometimes return home later in the evening (19h).
However, most of them practice one or more activities after
school in the evening or Wednesday afternoon dance, music
, drawing ...
Regarding teachers, we must now hold a graduation + 5 ,
take a specific exam and one year of tenure in order to teach
. We are required to teach one subject. Our working time is 18
hours of courses (to students) and we have the same holidays
as students. We are not obliged to remain in the facility to
prepare our current and correct our copies.
In France, many discussions are conducted on school
timetables. We are particularly interested in our Scandinavian
neighbors, who have excellent results in PISA tests with days
less busy than ours! We would like to adopt some aspects of
their school system!
Marianne Crogny,
French Coordinator

My lifestyle
Life is a series of
changes. Some of them
are small, some huge.
Our little community
is gorgeous. Someone
is always around to offer
a hand when you need
one.
There’s always a little going out with friends or family - gathering at a picnic table in the
summer or in someone’s house in the winter.
In all years I have lived here, I never saw someone helpless, because here everyone is
friendly and ready to help in sad or hard moments. Here everyone is active and nobody stays
sitting.
The summers are field with activities, to have healthy lifestyle. Most of teenagers play such
sport activities like – basketball, football, handball, and the most recent is volleyball. But in
winter we go ice skating, skiing or just have a snowball fight.
My free time I spend differently. The TV no longer plays for background noise, the programmes seem superficial and dull compared to the nature that surrounds me.
Surrounding by very positive people, I have learnt a great deal of patience, accepting that
things will go wrong that I’ll be able to handle the challenge that come my way and even being
able to laugh at myself in the process.
All in all, this life is one, which I wouldn’t trade for the world.
I like singing.
Alvils Plivčs, Dagdas secondary school, LATVIA
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Austrian lifestyle
Having had a marvellous mobility to Portugal in June, where we hopefully left a footprint, we passed
on to Latvia in September, where we enjoyed local food and great hospitality enormously, we plunged
right into preparing the topic of “lifestyles” for the upcoming mobility to Sweden.
We want to focus mainly on Austria’s Youth Scene; the figure shows which scenes 11- to 18 year
olds frequently join in Austria.

As participation in Youth’s lifestyles is
nowadays largely defined by consumption
patterns, it is difficult to belong to “the scene” if
you do not have money to spend.
Usually tatooes, piercings, an exclusive
hair style and often trendy labels and
trademarks in fashion and acessoires are an
expensive must to present a special lifestyle
to the public, be it emos, punks, krocha or hip
hoppers.

The sense of belonging to a certain group amongst Austrian pupils is strongest where sports issues are concerned.
Whereas snowboarders and skaters are mainly concerned with being cool and casual, “fitnessers” attach great importance to beautiful bodies.
The group of gamers, equally frequented by boys and girls, is a rather large group which values the virtual world.

At present all groups concerned with techno music, especially “house” or “goa”, experience a revival. But also alternative, ecologically orientated
groups with strong political and social aims, gain publicity among young people.

Beatrix Buchner, Austrian Coordinator
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LIFESTYLE
Polish lifestyle
How looks like polish lifestyle? How we take care of our health and spend our free time? In this article you will find some facts about Poles.

Health – in a health body, health mind

Polish people start
approach to life more
consciously. We can see
it on many fields like:
nutrition or sports.
Healthy eating becomes a fashion in Poland. We begin think about it what we eat and what gives our body the most needed components. After the wave of
restaurant and fast food eating we try to back to home cooking. Our diet is again rich in vegetables and fresh, not frozen, products. We often seek dietician’s advice
and with his help try to change our eating habits. We believe that the education in eating should start from the very early years of our life. This is why we have
lots of campaigns promoting healthy nutrition in schools like: “The glass of milk” or “I am what I eat”. School no 2 named Olimpijczyków Polskich in Piła, is really
involved in a pro-health actions and received the title of “School which promotes health”.

But not only the way of eating is changing in Poland. We also started attach more importance to the way of life. Lots of us lead a sitting style of life, what is
connected, for example, with office work. Also our children, who loving computer games spend hours in front of the screen. However this all started changing.
There are many campaigns like “Running Poland” or “The power of exercise” which showing the positive effects of practicing sport. Every Pole now, tries to find
the most suitable sport for him and the age or lack of time are not longer an excuse. Adults, after work, spend more and more hours on the gym, and to provide
higher comfort of exercises, are forming special gyms for women and men. Also, for women, are organizing zumba lessons or aerobics and especially among
olders gained much popularity a Nordic walking. For children, during lessons, there are organizing dancing breaks and after lessons they can participate in the
wide range of sport activities which are prepared by the P.E. teachers.

Travel broadens the mind
Some years ago, abroad travel was not as popular as they are now. It was connected with some political and financial aspects. But simultaneously with growing
wealth and political changes those travels become more and more popular. Many Poles spend their holidays in warm countries where they enjoy tropical climate.
However, travel agencies experience a real siege on the tours. We are thirsty of discover new cultures and customs. Different cuisines and new tastes have
very often such huge influence on us, that we combine abroad dishes with our traditional ones. What is more, we bring from our journeys many architectural and
decorating ideas what is often seen in our houses. For students, there is also a wide range of travel possibilities. They can take part in such educational programs
as Comenius or Erasmus, how also they can go abroad on the international training. Thanks all of this we see the world wider and try to derive from it the most
beautiful aspects.
Agnieszka Wargin, Polish Coordinator
Edited in Assenovgrad, Bulgaria. With the financial support from the Lifelong Learning Programme of the European Commission Contract № LLP-2012-COM 06-06983 1
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BULGARIAN LIFESTYLE
Bulgaria – a country of four seasons is a country featuring on one hand the freshness of the mountains, the
fertility of the fields, and on the other - the calmness of the sea. It is the country of the good wines and of the
delicious dishes. For some the climate of a country can determine the national character - in warmer countries,
people are more emotional and fiery, while in colder areas – they are more united and technically oriented.
It could be said that Bulgaria is in the happy medium; it boasts its inherited love for guests and visitors, the
generosity of the Easterners, the passion for life as related to the warmth of the summers, and it matches it with
the ingenuity of the northern nations.
We see this reflected in the list of the most preferred sports of the young i.e. football, basketball, folk dance,
wrestling and, during the winter - skiing and figure skating.

Many issues in Bulgaria are a
matter of honour and glory.

As a result of the centuries long struggles for freedom and independence, enjoying little things, thinking of unexpected alternatives and achieving the
desired goals are some of the character traits of our people. That is why we have more creative classes in art and technologies at school in guise of an
attempt to spur the creativity of our children.
The relatively low standard of living of the Bulgarians
makes them seek security in life. Therefore, almost
every family has its own flat or family house, which
is quite unique in the contemporary context. Living in
rented accommodation is not common in our country.

Bulgaria is a country of thousands of monasteries and churches and is also the country of the name
days celebration. Nowhere else in the world people celebrate the day of their proper name:

One of the oldest countries in Europe, a country which has never changed its name since it was founded, has a modern way of life and still retains
millenary traditions. Its children in the present day are most committed to the new technologies and still enjoy the main assets of this country related to its
pleasant and healthy natural environment.
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In 2013 Bulgarian children are more open to the world and Europe. Their parents and teachers’ concerns are to preserve
the national identity, to rightly educate them and to impart to them values such as tolerance, acceptance of the differences and
denial of the prejudices.
Emilia Gadjurova, Bulgaria
Main Project Coordinator

Merry Christmas

